Brazes solenoid and expansion valves so quickly that heat is unable to transfer to internal parts, protecting them from damage and eliminating the need for messy and costly heat sink materials.

Twin flame tips solder coil return bends quickly and evenly; concentrated heat will not heat and loosen surrounding joints.

Twin flame “C” Style tips quickly braze reversing valves without burning internal components.

Revolutionary patented “C” style tips provide 100% flame wrap for fast, efficient, even heating. Heat produced is confined to the joint area protecting surroundings from burning. “C” style tips also assure even heat on the blind side of the braze joint.

Accumulators can be brazed extremely fast by simply laying the patented “C” style tip near the joint.

NOTE: All outfits include complete instruction and operation manual. Outfits with regulators, include reverse flow safety check valves.